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Infra red Light Barrier

ABSTRACTS

This project are exactly built by us in many criteria and purpose. This project give 

us a big experiences, open more opportunity and share all ideas together. This project 

built our electronic technique and skill in solving and manage any projects.

The Infrared Light Barrier is great and enjoyable project popularity as a timing 

devices either at sport venues, as a detector in alarm installations, as opt electronic 

switches in counting equipment and many others. In our project, it can use in many way 

of event such as in counting period while any medium through the detector and can be 

used in racing remote control car, and also for any game.

Infrared although is famously using because it is a latest electronic devices 

component, low cost and immunity to electrical interferences.
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Infra red Light Barrier

OBJECTIVE

The built of project 1 and project 2 are initially project for us in electronic 

devices. This is open us a big opportunity, more experiences and also ideas. Furthermore, 

this is the learn in electronics application.

Infrared Light Barrier is enjoyable projects as detector in detection in alarm 

installations, and as opt electronic switches in counting equipment and many others. In 

our project, it can use in many type of detection and we apply it to detect time period 

while any medium going through the detector of infrared.

Its can used in many way or venues like counting time in racing any game such as 

remote control racing car, sport and other more. This is famously project because it is a 

latest by using infrared in electronic projects.
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